We investigate the sub-femtosecond dynamics of a highly excited xenon atom coherently driven by a strong control field at which the Rabi frequency of the system is comparable to the frequency of a driving laser. The widely used rotating wave approximation (RWA) breaks down at such fields, resulting in new features such as counter rotating wave (CRW) effect. We present the first time-resolved observation of the CRW effect motion in the highly excited 4d -1 np xenon using using attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS). Timedependent many-body theory confirms the observation and explains the various features of the absorption spectrum seen in experiment.
I. Introduction
The manipulation of atoms, molecules and solids and interest in electron dynamics in strong fields has been long standing. Much attention has been recently paid to radically new optical and electrical properties such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), red shifted optical absorption, high-order harmonics generation (HHG) and semi-metallization.
In this work, we report, for the first time, the real time observation of ultrafast sub-cycle CRW feature with optical frequencies. We study the CRW effect in highly excited 4d -1 np states in atomic xenon, which are dressed by an intense IR pulse. We probe the field-driven dressing dynamics in the 4d -1 np manifolds using an attosecond pulse delayed with respect to the IR pulse. All 4d -1 np states are autoionizing states with a lifetime of about 6.6fs, due to the Auger decay of the unstable 4d hole. Consequently, the CRW has to be faster than the lifetime to be observed. For an 800nm pulse, the optical period is 2.6fs and the CRW motion occurs within 1.3fs, beating several times within the core lifetime. To observe the ultrafast electron dynamics in the real time, we applied ATAS, which extends transient absorption spectroscopy to attosecond time scales. The appearing of CRW effects in ATAS has been theoretically studied but has not been clearly seen in experiment.
II. Results
The experimental setup used in our experiments is shown in Fig.1 . A carrier-envelope phase stabilized Ti:Sapphire, few-cycle laser pulse (4 fs FWHM, 800nm, 300 μJ) is focused on to a static neon gas cell to produce HHG radiation in the XUV region. The XUV attosecond pulses generated by the process of HHG in Ne gas co-propagates along with the residual infrared (IR) pulse to the main experimental chamber and is used for pump probe studies.
The attosecond XUV and IR pulse are then focused on to a target gas cell. After the gas cell, the IR pulse is cut off using a 0.15μm aluminum filter and only the attosecond XUV pulse is steered and focused at the entrance slit of an XUV spectrometer using a spherical mirror The ATAS is constructed by measuring the transmitted spectrum (Igas) through the gas target (Xe) as a function of delay (τ) between IR and XUV pulses from delays of -10fs to 6fs (negative delays correspond to XUV pulse arriving first) with a step of 200as. We have used a time-dependent many-body approach based on configuration-interaction singles (TDCIS) to understand the features seen in the absorption spectrum. TDCIS describes successfully manyelectron atoms in the presence of strong-field pulses and has been used to understand various atomic and many body effects at ultrashort time scales. The absorption spectrum from the calculations was convoluted with the spectrometer resolution to compare with the experimental results. The calculations were performed assuming a Gaussian IR pulse of about 4fs, centered at 800 nm with a peak intensity of 2 x 10 13 W/cm 2 and a 200as XUV pulse centered at 66 eV. The calculated absorption spectrum for xenon (Fig 2b) agrees well with experiment (Fig 2a) showing both the sub-cycle oscillating features and the asymmetric Autler-Townes splitting (dotted line). The calculated absorption spectrum also reproduces the slopes for the oscillating structures (shown by red lines in Fig 2a) for the 4d5/2 -1 6p , 4d3/2 -1 6p absorption lines. The differences in the slopes are a direct consequence of the phase difference between the different pathways involved in the interactions.
The most important feature seen in our experiments are the 2ωIR oscillations of the absorption line when the IR and XUV pulse overlap. The 2ωIR oscillation are seen clearly in Fig 2d, where the cos (2ωτ) fit to the experimental data shown in red. This oscillation should not exist according to the RWA but constitute the CRW effect.
To address the asymmetry of Autler-Townes splitting observe in the experiments (Fig 2a) , the deformation of the 4d5/2 -1 6p line was calculated, including only 4d5/2 -1 6p, 4d5/2 -1 6s and the neutral ground state, and we find that the Autler-Townes splitting is not very asymmetric. Including additionally 4d5/2 -1 nd (n=5,6,7) and 4d5/2 -1 ns (n=7,8) configurations totaling to an overall of 14 energy levels, the calculations resemble the asymmetric Autler-Townes splitting quite well. This strong asymmetry, where almost exclusively the upper branch of Autler-Townes splitting is seen, is due to the contributions of all the excited states.
In conclusion, we have shown that an intense IR field with an intensity of 10 13 W/cm 2 leads to counter-rotating wave dynamics, which for optical pulses are on a sub-femtosecond time. With attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy we time-resolve this fast dynamics, which has not been seen so far in the optical regime. We could also confirm that the sub-cycle oscillation in the asymmetric Autler-Townes doublet is due to the CRW effects, which has been theoretical predicted but has not been seen clearly experimentally so far. This work demonstrates the power of ATAS to observe complex electronic motion like the electronic motion beyond the RWA approximation, which has been shown to be fundamentally important in areas like circuit QED and QC. 
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